The use of single crystal turbine blade components has made many traditional models for creep unsuitable for application in certain loading situations. Such models generally assume deformation is isotropic. Since the introduction of single crystal components a generation of crystal plasticity or slip system models has emerged. Amongst the challenges of such models is to explain the orientation dependence of uniaxial creep behaviour and to attempt to make correlation between uniaxial and multiaxial stress states so that confidence can be'gained as to the performance of a model when it is applied to complex loading conditions. In this paper an attempt is made to address these issues. A slip system based finite element creep model has been fitted to uniaxial data at 1223 K in a range of crystallographic orientations. Based on experimental evidence the operative slip systems incorporated are the {111}<101> and {111}412> families of slip system. Analysis of the data and a consideration of the dislocation mechanisms likely to occur suggest that the significant component of the hardening matrix is latent hardening by the {111}<101> systems on the { 11 1}<112> systems, although hardening between the { 11 l}<lOl> systems may also occur. The model can describe creep deformation as a function of orientation to a reasonable degree of accuracy. It is also shown to have reasonable predictive capability when used to analyse the results of thin cylinder biaxial creep tests on CMSX-4 and SRR99. The reason for this success is explained in terms of activated slip systems and the magnitude of the cumulative shear strain rate on different types of slip system as a function of orientation and stress state.
Introduction
Single crystal Ni-base superalloys are commonly employed for use as high temperature creep and oxidation resistant blade alloys in the early stages of modern gas turbine aero-engines. CMSX-4 was developed for such an application by the Cannon-Muskegon Corporation [l] . The excellent high temperature creep properties of this superalloy are derived directly from its microstructure, consisting of 70% volume fraction of coherent, cuboidal y'-precipitates in a matrix of solid solution strengthened y-phase, which act as barriers to dislocation motion at high temperature. The large atomic radii elements MO, W and Re in CMSX-4 preferentially partition to the y-matrix [2] ; causing the relative expansion of the y-lattice parameter compared with that of the y'-precipitates, hence CMSX-4 is a negative misfit alloy. The use of high strength, two phase, single crystal superalloys for blade materials has led to complex relationships between load, temperature and deformation. This is exacerbated by the complex geometry and anisotropy of blade components as well as the multiaxial stress states they experience. Accurate modelling of deformation occurring under such conditions has been highlighted as a requirement for optimising the efficiency in design of components, with respect to both preventing failure and avoiding over-design. The standard creep specimens used in this study were machined from cast bars of CMSX4 supplied by Rolls-Royce plc. with compositions as given in Table I . The bars were seeded so as to give a number of different axis orientations. The orientations listed in table II and illustrated in figure 1 were determined using a backscattered Laue method [3] . t The terms 8 and p are defined in figure 1 . y This specimen was interrupted before rupture and its orientation was not measured. Additional creep data fiorn the Rolls-Royce database, for nominal < 001 > orientated specimens, were used for model development. The bars had undergone a standard three-step solution heat treatment and two-step ageing treatment. The solution and homogenisation heat treatments are designed to minimise residual dendritic microsegregation and maximise phase stability [4] . Figure 2 shows a bright field transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrograph, typical of the fully heat-treated material. Standard creep specimens were machined from this material with a gauge length of 28.0 mm and diameter of 5.6 mm.
Materials and Methods
The tests were performed in air on a 20 kN constant load creep machine. The full loads were applied gradually within a minute using a self-levelling arrangement. The operating temperature WaS controlled by platinum/l3% rhodium-platinum thermocouples to f2 K. The creep strain was measured by averaging two high temperature extensometers with linear displacement voltage transducers (LDVTs).
The signals generated were logged on a PC. The lattice rotations that occurred along the specimen gauge length during creep deformation were calculated using electron back scatter diffraction patterns (EBSP) [5, 6] . Small bars of 3 x 4 mm* cross-section were machined along the axial direction of the specimen gauge length. These bars were then mechanically ground and polished using colloidal silica suspension. A JEOL 58OOLV scanning electron microscope was then used to obtain Kikuchi patterns at 0.5 mm intervals along the length of the bars. TSL Inc. OIM software, was used to index the crystal orientation by averaging values obtained from scanning a 225 pm' area at each position.
Mechanisms
Mechanisms that occur in y/y' superalloys have been reported in numerous works, [7, 8] . This section details plastic deformation mechanisms which have been observed at 1223K for the alloy CMSX-4 in the orientations tested (Table II) . Towards the [OOl] pole, networks of a/2<1 lo> dislocations were observed in the y-phase. Figure 3 , taken from a test interrupted after 9 hours orientated close to the [OOI] pole, shows a typical a/2< I lo> network of creep dislocations principally confined to the y-phase. Interfacial dislocation formation around the y'-precipitates has also occurred. Common with slip deformation, the shearing of a crystal resulting from deformation by twinning enables it to undergo a plastic deformation. The fixed magnitude of the twinning shears shown in figure 4 (a) results in the reorientation of parts of the crystal. The orientation relationship of the original crystal and the twinned parts can be obtained from the electron difbaction pattern figure  4 (b). The pairs of difI?action spots in the pattern indicate that twinning has occurred. Additionally, the larger pairs of diffraction spots, (e.g. Al and A2) show that twinning has occurred in the y-phase, while the fainter pairs of diffraction spots, (e.g. Bl and B2) show that twinning has also occurred in the y'-phase.
The deformation twins thus extend through the y/y' microstructure twinning both the y and y' phases. For twining in a FCC, face centred cubic, phase a deformation twin occurs by sliding adjacent (111) planes by a/6[112] resulting in a shear s of magnitude l/42. In a Liz structure however twinning requires the passage of a dislocation with twice this magnitude, giving A2 [12] . Such a shear also produces a twin in the FCC lattice, but is not generally observed for energetic reasons. As the twins observed in CMSX-4 are continuous through both phases it would appear that they are the result of the passage of a/3<112> dislocations through the whole structure. The amount of longitudinal plastic strain resulting from deformation twinning is: [ 131
where: ap is the plastic strain associated with twinning; Vf is the volume fraction of twins in the crystal; y is the shear strain; 4 is the angle between the tensile axis and slip plane normal and h is the angle between the tensile axis and the slip direction. From Table II , for specimen M, the relation between the nominal tensile axis ~2671 and the most highly resolved system for this orientation (11 I)121 11, gives $ = 47.7 o and h = 42.6 O, with y as 42, thus from equation 1, every one percent volume fraction of twins in the specimen contributes 0.8 % to the longitudinal strain.
[iii]
x Initial Orientation [ 15, 161. There is, however very little evidence for such cube slip in single crystal superalloys [ 17] and its use has been called into question 1181. Many slip system models using cube slips invoke a macroscopic cube slip mechanism as being similar to type I slip restricted to the matrix channels that lie in cubic orientations. However, as there is no direct microstructural evidence of cube slip, whilst type II slip is clearly active, it is important to investigate the effects of incorporating the latter into a macroscopic model.
Experimental evidence given in the previous section shows that type II slip systems may be operative in orientations towards the [1 111 pole. TEM analysis of a specimen deformed in this orientation has shown that a major mechanism of deformation is by twinning, figure 4, which is derived from type II slip and is consistent with incorporating such a mechanism into a slip system model. Similar rotations to those in figure 5 could occur if the two cubic slip systems (OOl)<l lO> and (OlO)<lOl> were active, but in light of extensive twinning associated with creep in this orientation it is more likely due to type II slip. From the previous section it is clear that the total global strain experienced by the specimen did not come from deformation twinning and additional strain may be due to type I or type II slip. In either case the reduced creep resistance (relative to an analysis based on type I S&mid factors) as one approaches the [Oil]- [Ill] boundary and the [Ill] pole may be due to the operation of an additional deformation mechanism. If type II systems are considered to be operative towards the [I 1 l] orientation a similar problem is encountered as for modelling with the type I systems mentioned above. This can be seen with reference to figure 7 (taken from [19] ) which shows the highest type I and II S&mid factors as a function of orientation in the standard stereographic triangle. The S&mid factor for type II slip is much higher in the [OOl] pole than it is in the [ 11 l] pole so if type II slip is active in the latter why should it give way to type I slip in the former?
Creep deformation on type I slip systems is confined to the continuous matrix phase for a significant portion of a creep test and does not usually occur within the precipitates before the onset of tertiary creep. The reason for this is primarily the high energy APB that would be created if an a/2[1 lo] dislocation entered the precipitate. It is well known that during creep type I dislocations percolate throughout the matrix, which has a very low initial dislocation density [S] . As this process proceeds, interfacial dislocations are laid down at the phase boundary relieving coherency stresses. This situation is in contrast to that which occurs when type II dislocations are active. Type II dislocations pass through both matrix and precipitate, in order for type II dislocations to fully restore the Lls lattice the burgers vector must be of magnitude a<112>. This large vector may dissociate in various ways as it shears both matrix and precipitate [7, 201 . The important point however is that there is much evidence which suggests that such a dislocation can pass through and completely restore the structure whilst leaving no deformation or dislocation debris in its wake. Such a dislocation reaction has been reported at lower temperatures [21] where the passage of an a[1 121 dislocation was composed of a/3[112] + 2a/6[112] + a/3 [112] acting in the form of a ribbon. In certain situations [20] loops or intrinsic stacking fault are seen left behind alter such dislocation motion, but these are frequently forms of superlattice stacking fault and are confined to the precipitates (as in figure 4~ ).
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Figure 7: Schmid factor contours for the most highly stressed type II and type I slip system respectively, taken from [19] .
In order for significant strain to be associated with specific slip system activity the dislocations need to be able to travel through large portions of the lattice. Type I dislocations reside chiefly within the interconnected y-channels and although slip is hindered by the y'-precipitates, climb and cross slip processes provide mechanisms for continued progress through the structure. For deformation via type II slip the dislocations must be able to pass through both the y and 7' phases. This may occur by dislocation pairs expanding or contracting in the two phases, but it necessarily requires that they can proceed through the precipitate interfaces and y channels relatively unhindered. If this is not the case their activity will be confined to individual precipitates leading to reduced strain levels.
Although the passage of type II dislocations through the lattice will lead to little disruption of the structure which affects type I activity, the same cannot be said of the converse case. If type I slip systems are highly activated their progress though the material will leave a wake of dislocation networks at the precipitate interfaces and a further build up of dislocation networks in the y-channels. If conditions are such that type II dislocations are activated they will interact with these networks on entering or leaving the precipitates leading to the rapid formation of jogs and tangles which will render them sessile, terminating type II activity. It can be concluded that type II activity will have very little influence on type I slip systems whose deformation is chiefly confined to the y channels. However if conditions are such that the type I slip systems are stressed significantly the subsequent dislocation network which ensues in the y channels will be sufficient to inhibit significant type II deformation leading to rapid hardening.
Uniaxial Creep
Following the reasoning of the previous section uniaxial creep behaviour at 1223 K can be rationalised as follows. In the [OOl] orientation deformation proceeds rapidly on type I slip systems due to the high Schmid factors they experience, this causes the formation of a network of dislocations throughout the matrix, located primarily at the interface. Such a network prevents precipitate shear by type II dislocations and hence restricts activity of type II systems. As the orientation changes from [OOl] towards [l 1 l] the activity on type I slip systems decreases preventing hardening and thus allowing long term activation of I the type II systems.
The model used in this analysis is based on the established theory of finite deformation single crystal plasticity [22] . Deformation is hM =qh+(l-q)hs,, (11) (12) In these equations ti and m are material constants and g characterises the current strain hardened state of the crystal. The rate of material hardening is specified by the evolution equations for i, . The constant h, represents an initial hardening rate and 5 denotes a saturation strength, y in equation 13 is the sum of accumulated shear strain on all slip systems. The use of the Kronecker delta in equation 12 makes the hardening matrix symmetric such that the degree of self hardening for all systems is equal and the rate of latent hardening by all slip systems on each other is equal, the difference between self and latent hardening is set by the parameter q.
When different types of slip systems are active the equations and especially the hardening matrix take a slightly different form. Firstly, there are two different intrinsic types of slip system, twelve of each, between which hardening will be different, hence the hardening matrix is not symmetric. The use of the hardening matrix to describe interactions between similar and dissimilar slip systems has been investigated elsewhere [24, (14) Where Hij=Hkt for 13 s i,k I 24 and j,l I 12. Equation 13 is retained in our analysis as it provides a sensible function by which hardening should saturate with accumulated strain, in this case the accumulated shear strain, 1: is restricted to that from the <lOl> systems. The attainment of stable interfacial dislocation networks surrounding precipitates is a very rapid process [8, 14, 251 and is highly sensitive to the rate of shear on octahedral slip systems; this is evident by the appearance of these networks under the TEM in creep specimens which have been interrupted very early into the creep life. It has been shown that the interfacial dislocation network was almost fully formed in a creep specimen interrupted after 20 minutes and 0.5 % creep strain during testing at 950 OC and 480 h4F'a in the [OOl] orientation [14] . The rapid formation of this hardening structure is thought to be responsible for the lack of significant primary creep in CMSX-4 at 1223 K. The speed of formation of interfacial networks is sensitive to temperature and at lower temperatures significant primary creep can be seen as hardening occurs at a lower rate. The linear dependence of hardening rate on shear strain rate in equation 11 is not sufficient to describe the high sensitivity of hardening and is replaced by the equations:
a0 and imr/ are material parameters.
The procedure used to calibrate the model described thus far has been to fit equations 2-5 describing strain and damage associated with shear on the type I and II slip systems to data in the [OOI] and [ 11 l] orientations respectively. This is first done for the type I systems and a correction is then made for the small amount of strain occurring on the type I systems in the [I 1 l] orientation before fitting the type II systems. The hardening equations are then introduced and the degree of type I on type II hardening is set so that it is sufficient to negate the effect of type II slip in the [OOI] orientation and also to optimise the prediction of further test data in unstable orientations. The overall amount of hardening is controlled through the initial hardening rate and the rate of saturation of hardening with accumulated shear strain. The model described is a macroscopic approximation to the likely microscopic deformation mechanisms. The effect of the two phase microstructure and of different precipitate orientations and morphologies on flow of the matrix material is being considered in a separate project, it has not yet been possible to combine a slip system analysis with microstructural features. However activating two different types of slip system which operate primarily in the two different phases allows the effect of the microstructure to be considered in a continuous fashion. One area where the model may be refined further is in the contribution of type I slip to creep in the [I 1 l] orientation. It was discussed earlier that the twin deformation observed in orientations near [ill] could not be responsible for all of the macroscopic strain. The proportion of the remaining strain derived from type I and type II slip systems is not known. Superlattice stacking faults were observed in these orientations but they also contain a reasonably high incidence of type I dislocations in the matrix. On a strict Schmid factor basis it is difficult to activate any significant type I slip in the [ill] orientation due to the very low Schmid factor relative to that in the [OOI] orientation. However there are two possible mechanisms by which type I slip may be activated in the [ 11 I] orientation. The first is due to the different orientation of the precipitates where there is less constraint on flow of the matrix material which may provide a geometrical weakening for type I slip [28] . This argument has been used previously to advocate the use of a macroscopic cube slip mechanism [15, 16] . The second is the lack of hardening between the type I slip systems. In the [OOl] orientation eight type I slip systems are highly activated whilst in the [ 11 l] orientation, six type I slip systems are weakly activated. The effect of hardening in the [OOl] orientation due to several highly activated slip systems may result in strengthening of this orientation relative to [ 1111. Work is ongoing to address these issues.
The extent of transient creep is greatly reduced in single crystal superalloys at the higher temperature of 950 OC and as such it has been omitted from the analysis thus far. However, such transient creep is pronounced at lower temperatures and has been incorporated into the crystallographic model at low temperature through the use of a softening parameter for type II slip [29] . Tensile and torsional strains were measured from the machine remote Erom the specimen gauge length. Such biaxial creep testing can be characterised by two parameters, the equivalent stress and the stress angle [30], given by: (17) In these equations qr is the equivalent stress, 0 is the stress angle, cr in normal stress and z is shear stress. A number of tension / torsion tests were performed on single crystal superalloys SKK99 and CMSX-4. Tests on the former were performed at an equivalent stress of 270 MPa and at stress angles of 90,53,30 and 0 degrees and on the latter at an equivalent stress of 360 MPa and stress angles of 90, 30 and 0 degrees. For a given equivalent stress the results show that the material is least resistant in tension, the resistance increases up to a certain combination of tension and torsion and then decreases back to pure torsion which has a resistance slightly higher than pure tension. Comparable results have been found previously for the biaxial behaviour of a similar single crystal superalloy [30] . When considering the behaviour of single crystals subjected to biaxial tension / torsion creep there are two primary factors which need to be taken into account. The fust is the change in cumulative shear strain rate on the relevant slip systems as the stress angle is changed progressively from tension to torsion, the second is the change in shear strain rate, for a given stress angle, as one rotates around the surface of the thin cylinder. With respect to the latter the shear strain rate remains the same for pure tension but changes around the circumference if a torsional stress is present. The circumferential angle around the surface of the test cylinder, starting at a point in a cubic crystallographic direction is denoted 4. Figure 13 shows the variation with @of the combined shear strain rate derived from all slip systems, for each of the type I and type II slip systems, and for different values of the parameter 4. These profiles are obviously dependent on the stress exponents ulol and ~4112. For the values these exponents take of 3.2 and 3 respectively, there is little effect of 4 The cumulative shear strain rate on both types of slip system, decreases with decreasing 0, for any value of #. This would suggests that creep resistance in torsion should be stronger than that in tension, however as mentioned previously the resistance is highest for some combination of tension and torsion (stress angle approximately 30 degrees). [ 11 l] orientations at 950 OC to be explained. 3. Due to the orientation and stress state dependence of rupture life it is clear that damage evolution is dependent on strain rather than stress. This has been incorporated into the model by including two tensor measures of damage which evolve as a function of the strain rate tensor derived from slip on the different types of slip system. Thus the effect of crystallographic slips at the material level can be incorporated into the macroscopic constitutive model. 4. Tension torsion testing on SRR99 and CMSX-4 has shown these materials follow similar trends to biaxial testing performed on another single crystal superalloy [30] . The materials are weakest in pure tension, the resistance increases for combined tension torsion testing up to a maximum at a stress angle of approximately 30 ", and then decreases again to pure torsion. Life in torsion is approximately a factor of two stronger than in tension. These biaxial stress effects have been predicted from the uniaxial model. Type I slip prevails in tension, but in torsion type I activity is insufficient to harden the type II systems which dominate deformation. 
